PRODUCT NEWS
NEW !

Updated MPM Motorcycle Line
As a full-range supplier of automotive oils and fluids,
MPM also offers a complete range for motorcycles,
scooters and mopeds. Engine technology is developing at a rapid pace; including motorcycle engines. This
also requires more oil and fluids to allow these new
engines to deliver their optimum performance. Therefore, MPM is proud to present an update of its Motorcycle Line products. With several upgrades and three
completely new products, the MPM Motorcycle Line
now covers 95% of motorcycle oils.

Upgrade 2-stroke mixtures
The 2-stroke oils meet the most modern requirements for
both standard road use and for tough conditions on track
and in competition. For 2-stroke scooters, the MPM 43000
product has been upgraded with the JASO FD (Low Smoke)
specification, meaning this product meets the strictest environmental requirements. For Off Road, Racing, Cross and
Go-Karts, the MPM 43000K and the MPM 43000R have been
upgraded with Ester blend technology. This ensures even
better lubricating properties at high speeds and optimal
engine performance. MPM products have proven themselves
several times over in delivering top performance in competitions and championships!

Upgrade 4-stroke motor oils
MPM's 4-stroke motor oils (in the various viscosities) now
comply with JASO MA2 and the latest API SN specification,
thanks to the new Ester technology, which significantly
extends their application range.

Upgrade Fork Oils
MPM offers 4 different viscosities for fork oil, from 5W up to
20W. These have all been upgraded to Premium Synthetic
technology for even better damping and stability of the
front suspension and therefore better riding conditions.

In addition, MPM added three new 4-stroke
motor oils to its range:
MPM 54000A
In order to provide 4-stroke motor scooters with CVT transmissions with the
OEM-prescribed motor oil, MPM introduced a new product; the MPM 54000A
4-Stroke Motorcycle Oil 10W-30 Semi
Synthetic MB with the JASO MB and API
SJ specifications.

MPM 54000S
The new MPM 54000S 4-stroke Motorcycle Oil 10W-50 Premium Synthetic
complements the existing MPM Motor
Line with the API SN and JASO MA2
specification. This advanced motor oil
is particularly suitable for Japanese
engines made since 2015.

MPM 58000
For sportive use on the street, track and
off-road, the new MPM 58000 4-Stroke
Motorcycle Oil 10W-60 Premium Synthetic Ester Racing has been added
to the range. Specially developed for
extreme temperatures and harsh conditions, this new product features the
latest technology and specifications: API
SN; JASO MA2. This motor oil is particularly suitable for Italian motorcycles and
scooters, such as Ducati, MV Agusta and
Aprilia.
With this new portfolio, MPM offers you a complete range
to maintain your motorcycle, scooter or moped according to
OEM requirements.
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Please visit www.mpmoil.com to find the correct prescribed
products for your motorcycle.

MPM has been a main sponsor of driver
Jaimie van Sikkelerus for years.
The in-house MPM Oil Routz racing team
takes part in the Supersport World
Championship 600.

Team: MPM ROUTZ Racing
Bike: Yamaha YZF-R6.
Driver: Jaimie van Sikkelerus #74

